Mobility of voltage-gated calcium channels in the neuronal membrane
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Calcium channel signaling capacity is highly dependent on the time and location of the channel in the neuronal membrane. Here we have used single particle tracking in order to gain information about the surface mobility of calcium channels. Using different experimental systems we discovered that most surface expressed calcium channels are mobile and explore membrane regions that are much larger than the proposed critical distance for their potential calcium dependent signaling partners. Particular in the presynaptic membrane, CaV2.1 and CaV2.2 channels are mobile and might dynamically regulate the release probability of transmitter vesicles. In order to prove this hypothesis we created an optogenetic approach to manipulate channel dynamics acutely. We found that transient immobilization increase synaptic calcium signals, alters the initial release probability and lead to a pronounced change in synaptic transmission. We hypothesis that local calcium channel dynamics is an efficient variable to alter local signal integration on a millisecond time scale and is important for information processing in neuronal networks.
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